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SOLOMON WONG
Lighting and
Look Dev Artist

Shot Breakdown

Aquaman - Moving Picture Company
Lighting: Katana Look Dev: Katana Renderer: Renderman Compositing: Nuke

Reich - Student Film
Lighting: Maya Look Dev: Arnold, Mari Renderer: Arnold Compositing: Nuke

Vows - Student Film
Lighting: Maya Look Dev: Arnold, Mari Renderer: Arnold Compositing: Nuke

BB8 Integration
Lighting: Maya Texture: Arnold Renderer: Arnold Compositing: Nuke

It is an integration project. The clean plate was shot with integration 
kits such as chrome balls, grey balls, and cube. Then the model was 
integrated into the scene by Nuke. The model was textured and 
shaded in Maya. Different render layers were integrated into the 
scene with Nuke. It was then rendered with Arnold. 

I was one of the texture/look dev artists in this senior film – Reich. I was
 responsible for texturing and shading in two scenes of the film. Most 
of the textures were done with Mari and rendered in Arnold. I was
responsible on shading and texturing on the gun, carts and some cart 
tools in the Laboratory scene. In the Kid room scene, I did the pair of
shoes and the suitcase. 

I was one of the texture/look devartists in this senior film – Vows. Vows 
is about a man named Carl, who is preparing for one of the biggest 
days of his life. He is incredibly excited, but is suddenly reminded of a 
deep sadness that plagues this joyful day with the person he loves most.
 Ultimately, the story revolves around love and the different kinds of 
vows we make in the name of it. I was responsible for texturing and 
shading the first two scenes of the film. Most of the textures were 
done with Mari and rendered in Renderman.

I was a lighting aritst at MPC Vancouver. I worked on 5 shots in 
Aquaman. I was responsible for shot lighting and look dev adjustment.
It was lighted in Katana and rendered with Renderman. The whole
scene is CG except the face of Aquaman. I lighted and rendered all
the layers including the props, animation, effects and background.  




